Background {#Sec1}
==========

The unicellular eukaryotic green alga *C. reinhardtii* is a well-studied model organism and has also great potential for the utilization in biotechnological applications (for details see: \[[@CR1]-[@CR4]\]). Phototrophic large scale production of microalgae biomass for biotechnological purposes under outdoor conditions depends on the development of new highly robust algae species tolerating abiotic stresses including higher light intensities. A broad molecular toolkit, predominant haploid life cycle, and a fully sequenced genome \[[@CR5],[@CR6]\] opens various opportunities for genetic engineering to obtain optimized strains of *C. reinhardtii*. For many biotechnological applications it is, however, preferred to use optimized, but not genetically modified organisms (GMO) in order to avoid restrictions for outdoor cultivation \[[@CR7]\]. Of particular interest is the identification of more robust non-GMO strains showing certain tolerance against variations in temperature and light intensity \[[@CR8]\]. Over recent years several efforts have been reported to identify and construct algae strains with improved light conversion efficiency rates (PCE rates) \[[@CR9]-[@CR16]\] as well as more robust variants surviving elevated and fluctuating light conditions, which is crucial for establishing efficient outdoor cultivation \[[@CR8],[@CR17]-[@CR19]\]. Such fluctuating or high light regimes cause an imbalance in the absorbtion and utilization of light energy that can lead to photooxydative damage due to the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) resulting in severe cell damage or even cell death \[[@CR18],[@CR20]-[@CR23]\] The rather complex regulation of light adaptation mechanisms is not yet fully understood and key factors still need to be identified.

Forward genetic approaches with non-GMO strains, however, have been limited so far by the tedious and time-consuming methods of classical meiotic mapping to identify the underlying genotype. With the advent of next generation sequencing technologies, the identification of causative mutations has been greatly facilitated. Currently, most recent advanced approaches are essentially based on three different strategies \[[@CR24]-[@CR29]\]: either (i) meiotic mapping by bulked segregant analysis is combined with whole genome sequencing in a one-step approach to narrow down the causative genomic locus \[[@CR30]-[@CR33]\]; (ii) unlinked mutations are removed by backcrossing to the wildtype (WT) stain prior to sequencing \[[@CR34]-[@CR38]\] or (iii) mutations are identified by direct sequencing of two or more allelic mutants \[[@CR39]\].

The development of the first strategy, enabling fast forward genetics in a mapping-by-sequencing approach, was first published by Schneeberger *et al*. \[[@CR30]\] (SHOREmap)*.* They outcrossed *Arabidopsis thaliana* mutant strains to a well-characterized polymorphic WT strain and sequenced a pool of 500 F~2~ progeny carrying the mutant phenotype. Regions unlinked to the mutation underlying the phenotype are heterozygous due to meiotic recombination, whereas in regions linked to the mutation, the marker SNP (single nucleotide polymorphism) frequency is biased towards the mutant variants. By plotting the relative allele frequencies of the two mapping parents on the pseudochromosomes, they were able to narrow down the region of interest and identify the causative mutation. A similar approach was applied in *Caenorhabditis elegans* \[[@CR31]\], demonstrating that sequencing of a pool of only 20 progeny carrying the phenotype is sufficient to identify the causative mutation. Quite recently, this method was adapted even to the large genomes of some vertebrates such as zebrafish and mouse \[[@CR24],[@CR33],[@CR36]\]. The effort of meiotic mapping was thereby greatly reduced, however, the strategy still requires crossing to a polymorphic strain and sequencing of pooled progeny.

A more straightforward and faster approach would be the direct comparison of mutant and WT genomes or of two or more allelic mutants \[[@CR26],[@CR28],[@CR39]\]. In order to obtain isogenic strains, the mutants are backcrossed to the starting strain used for mutagenesis prior to sequencing to remove any unlinked mutations. Re-sequencing and subsequent subtraction of common variants from the datasets of single mutants and/or WT with a similar genetic background was proven to be sufficient to identify the causative mutation for example in fission yeast \[[@CR40]\], *Drosophila* \[[@CR34]\], *C. elegans* \[[@CR35]\] and *Arabidopsis* \[[@CR38]\]. Moreover, mutagen-induced SNPs themselves can be used as new mapping markers \[[@CR34],[@CR35],[@CR38]\]. The advantage of this method is clearly that no polymorphic strain or pooled progeny is needed, because, in this case, single mutant and WT strains are simultaneously sequenced. To circumvent the need for a reference genome, Nordström *et al*. \[[@CR39]\] introduced the algorithm NIKS (needle in the *k*-stack), allowing identification of mutations even in the absence of a reference sequence after backcrossing to the WT and sequencing of pooled F~2~ progeny.

All these strategies, however, require out- or backcrossing of the mutant strains either to a highly polymorphic strain for meiotic mapping or to the parental WT strain to remove unlinked mutations. It is obvious that if the crossing step could be omitted, the overall time and effort needed for mutant identification would be considerably reduced. Nordström *et al*. \[[@CR39]\] therefore also applied NIKS to compare the genomes of two allelic mutants that were isolated in the same screen using ethyl methanesulfonate as mutagen and form a complementation group with all F~1~ progeny showing the mutant phenotype. They sequenced 35 pooled M~3~ plants, derived from seeds after after self-pollination of each original mutant plant. By searching for genes carrying mutations in both mutants they were able to unambiguously identify the causal gene.

In our approach, we intended to identify new genes involved in the regulation of high light adaptation. For this purpose, we sequenced two high light (HL) resistant *C. reinhardtii* mutants that originated from a forward genetic approach by either spontaneous mutation or ultraviolet (UV) light induced mutagenesis, respectively. The mutants were selected in a condition lethal to WT cells, with only few mutants surviving the screening. By applying this strategy, the mutational load was considered to be rather low. We performed whole-genome sequencing of the closely related mutant strains and the parental WT. The availability of a reference genome sequence and subsequent subtraction of common variants between each mutant and the WT enabled us to identify a single nucleotide mutation in the predicted gene Cre02.g085050 in both mutants. The encoded protein LRS1 is presumably involved in the regulation of (high) light response in *C. reinhardtii*. We hereby successfully identified a potential key factor essential for functional light adaptation by applying a simplified strategy for the fast identification of single mutations to a microalgal species. The identification of *LRS1* will provide new insights into mechanisms essential for high light tolerance. Furthermore, our approach may serve as an example for the fast identification of genes of interest in untagged mutants with phenotypes that can be selected for, a crucial precondition that could finally yield in the identification of genetic factors responsible for the underlying biological processes of desirable phenotypes.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Generation and phenotypical characterization of high light tolerant *C. reinhardtii* mutants {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tolerance to fluctuating light conditions, in particular to high light stress, is a desired phenotype for microalgae that are intended to be used for outdoor cultivation in biotechnological approaches \[[@CR8]\]. In order to obtain non-GMO high light tolerant *Chlamydomonas* strains, we applied a selection method under light intensities of 1500--2000 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ that are known to be lethal to WT cells (see: \[[@CR41]\]). For mutant generation the cells were either treated with UV light and then exposed to HL, or directly subjected to HL without any pre-treatment (spontaneous mutants). Most cells did not survive the HL conditions (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), but a limited number of single green colonies appeared and were isolated two weeks after the onset of the selection. On control plates without any selection no limitation in cell growth could be observed. In a subsequent screening, the cells were cultivated under photoautotrophic conditions with very high light intensities of 2500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^. While the WT cells did not survive these conditions or at least showed a very prolonged lag phase, the selected mutants *hit1* and *hit2* (*high light tolerant*) exhibited a robust growth phenotype, with growth rates similar to the WT under light conditions optimal for photoautotrophic growth (600 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ \[[@CR41]\]) (Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Table 1**Selection and screening of high light tolerant** ***C. reinhardtii*** **cellsUV light treatmentCells before treatmentColonies after high light selectionColonies screenedHigh light tolerant**no4 000 00073433 min4 000 0002215 min4 000 0001155510 min4 000 00064315 min4 000 000964Figure 1**Photoautotrophic growth of two high light tolerant mutants** ***hit1*** **and** ***hit2*** **and the parental WT.** Growth was monitored under control light (600 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^) and HL conditions (2500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^) as **(A)** photographic images of the cultures during the experiment, **(B)** the biomass of the cultures (determined by optical density of the culture at 750 nm), **(C)** the cell number per ml culture and **(D)** the amount of chloropyll per ml culture with **(E)** the chlorophyll a/b ratio at control light. The arrow indicates the dilution of the cultures and the switch to HL conditions.

To investigate the phenotype of these mutants, we measured the *in vivo* oxygen evolution activity with a Clark-type O~2~ electrode. When monitoring the activity of low light adapted cells under very HL conditions, we observed a rapid reduction of net oxygen evolution during the measurement (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), with no altered oxygen evolution rate in control light (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) and comparable respiration rates (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). The decline of photosynthetic activity in high light was slower and less pronounced in the mutants, underlining their robust phenotype under HL when compared to the WT. While the WT exhibited a 53% reduction after 4 min onset of HL, the mutants retained approximately 70% of their photosynthetic activity even after 8 min of HL treatment. Additionally, the mutants exhibited an increased rate of non-photochemical-quenching (NPQ) compared to the WT during growth under both conditions, control light and 1h HL treatment (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}D) but a similar photosynthetic yield (Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}E). Moreover, the mutants showed an improved resistance against chemically induced ROS, especially singlet oxygen, when compared to the WT (Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2**Photosynthetic activity of the mutants compared to the WT. (A)** Decline of the net oxygen evolution of cultures adapted to control light (400 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^), when exposed to high light (2500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^) during the measurement. **(B)** Net oxygen evolution rate at control light and **(C)** average respiration rate in the dark before and after the high light treatment **(D)** Non photochemical quenching and **(E)** photosynthetic yield under control light and after one hour of high light treatment.Figure 3**Sensitivity of the mutants** ***hit1*** **and** ***hit2*** **and the WT against reactive oxygen species.** Growth of the cells after 2, 4 and 6 days on control plates with TAP medium and on plates containing the two reactive oxygen species singlet oxygen, induced by rose bengal (RB), and superoxide anion radicals induced by methyl viologen (MV).

The two HL tolerant mutants *hit1* and *hit2*, as well as the corresponding WT strain, were eventually investigated in a whole-genome re-sequencing approach to systematically identify the genetic background of the HL tolerant phenotype.

Genotypical characterization of *hit1* and *hit2* by whole genome re-sequencing {#Sec4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For the systematic identification of the mutation(s) responsible for the HL tolerant phenotype in *hit1* and *hit2*, we applied a methodical workflow (Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) based on open source bioinformatics tools that allow quality filtering as well as sorting out common variants. Sequencing of the parental WT strain and the closely related mutant side-by-side enabled us to remove all variants in each mutant that are also present in the background strain. Whole-genome sequencing was performed on an *Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx* to obtain a theoretical 70-fold coverage for the mutants and 110-fold coverage for the parental WT reference strain CC124 (mating type minus, mt-). In contrast to most previously presented strategies, the strains were not crossed or pooled prior to sequencing. All sequences were trimmed and mapped to the C*hlamydomonas* assembly v5 of the DOE Joint Genome Institute (JGI) (reference strain CC503, mt+). After trimming and quality filtering the obtained coverage was 84.18 for the WT and 60.93 and 58.99 for the mutants *hit1* and *hit2*, respectively, with \~85% covered by at least 15 reads (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}). SNPs (including small indels) were called using the GATK Haplotype Caller as well as SAMtools mpileup. For quality filtering we used the Genotype Quality filter (GQ), which estimates the probability that the genotype of each sample is correct. Ness *et al.* \[[@CR42]\] thoroughly tested various quality filters and settings for *C. reinhardtii* and concluded that GQ of 20 or greater was the optimal threshold for minimizing both false negatives and positives. Moreover they excluded all heterozygous sites, as *C. reinhardtii* is haploid and heterozygous sites likely represent alignment or sequencing errors. After applying the quality cutoff GQ ≤ 20 and removal of heterozygous sites, we obtained 93,585 variants. In a next step, common SNPs between each individual mutant and the parental WT strain were deleted from this dataset. With this final filtering process and due to the low load of mutations, we detected only four variants (three substitutions and one insertion) that differed between the strains (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}).Figure 4**Schematic representation of the workflow applied for mutation analysis.** BWA: Burrows-Wheeler Aligner; GATK: Genome Analysis Toolkit; GQ: Genome Quality; AF: Allele frequency.Table 2**Sequence coverage of WT,** ***hit1*** **and** ***hit2*** **obtained by using the GATK** ***DepthOfCoverage*** **profilerSampleTotal number of mapped basesMean fold coverageCovered by ≥ 15 bases (%)**WT9 011 680 50084.1887.6*hit1*6 522 916 35860.9385.1*hit2*6 314 509 60758.9984.4Table 3**Identified variants that are specific for the respective mutant (Chr: Chromosome; nt: nucleotides; CDS: Coding Sequence)MutantVariant positionTypeCDSAffected gene***hit1*Chr2: 1596893Substitution (1nt)YesCre02.g085050*hit2*Chr2: 1597931Substitution (1nt)YesCre02.g085050*hit1*Chr8: 2390449Insertion (2nt)IntronCre08.g371000*hit1*Chr12: 2939906Substitution (1nt)YesCre12.g501600

We identified only one mutation in *hit2* compared to the WT, and the affected gene Cre02.g085050 (*LRS1*) is consequently the best candidate to cause the high light tolerant phenotype in *hit2*. This finding was very much supported by the determination that the same gene was also mutated in the mutant *hit1*. In this mutant two substitutions and one insertion were identified. Apart from the substitution in LRS1, we identified another substitution on chromosome 12 (Cre12.g501600) and an insertion of two nucleotides on chromosome 8 (intronic region of Cre08.g371000). We cannot fully rule out the possibility that the two other identified mutations contribute to the phenotype in *hit1*, but the fact that two independent mutants with the same phenotype show lesions in the same gene strongly indicates that the identified mutations in LRS1 are causative for the phenotype in both mutants. Furthermore, the substitution on chromosome 12 is causing a silent mutation and the insertion on chromosome 8 is located in a highly repetitive region, as detected with the software RepeatMasker.

In both mutants the gene *LRS1* (Cre02.g085050) on chromosome 2 (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}A) was affected by a single nucleotide substitution in the exonic regions of a predicted WD40 domain. In *hit1* we identified a nucleotide exchange from guanine to cytosine that leads to a replacement of the arginine residue R~1256~ with proline. The identified mutation in *hit2* is a nucleotide substitution from thymine to cytosine corresponding with an amino acid substitution from leucine L~1439~ to proline. Both SNPs were confirmed by Sanger-sequencing (Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 5**Localization and confirmation of the identified mutations. (A)** Schematic genomic view of chromosome 2 (1591109--1599021) derived from Phytozome version 9.1 \[[@CR94]\] with arrows indicating the localization of the mutation in *hit1* (1596839, red arrow) and *hit2* (1597931 blue arrow) within the Cre02.g085050 transcript. **(B)** Confirmation of the mutation by sanger-sequencing in *hit1* and *hit2* compared to WT (arrows pointing the nucleotide exchange) with the corresponding amino acids.

We furthermore surveyed if sequencing of only the mutants without the WT would have been already sufficient to identify the specific variants in each mutant. Therefore, we compared the SNPs of the two mutants directly to each other. This data processing resulted in the identical SNPs as determined by comparing the WT with one of the mutants. We consequently concluded, in accordance with the results of Zuryn *et al*. \[[@CR35]\] that sequencing of the parental WT is not even required to identify the mutations if two closely related mutant strains with the same background are sequenced in parallel.

Confirmation of the causative mutation in *LRS1* referring to HL tolerance {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further verify that the identified mutations within the gene *LRS1* are indeed linked to the HL tolerant phenotype, we backcrossed the mutants to the WT strain CC125 (mt +). HL tolerant progeny were crossed again to the WT CC124 (mt-) or CC125 (mt+) depending on the mating type, which is not linked to the phenotype. Most of the meiotic tetrads or octads were incomplete; we obtained only one complete tetrad from the first crossing of *hit2* and one complete octad from the second crossing of *hit2*. This quite low yield of complete tetrads did not impair our analysis since we did not perform the crossing in order to identify the mutations by tetrad analysis, rather only to check for the segregation of the mutation with the phenotype. Nevertheless, in the progeny obtained from the complete tetrad or octad, a clear 2:2 pattern was observed as one could expect from a single, nuclear mutation causing the phenotype (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). In total, 29 and 30 progeny from up to three rounds of backcrossing of *hit1* and *hit2* were checked for their phenotype, respectively. DNA of all the progeny and the corresponding parental strains (*hit1*, *hit2*, CC124, and CC125) was amplified within the identified SNP-containing region of each mutant and the resulting PCR products were Sanger-sequenced. As a result, the corresponding nucleotide exchange could be confirmed in all HL tolerant progeny and mutant strains, whereas, in contrast, there was no exchange in the progeny that exhibited a HL sensitive phenotype (Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these results, with no other non-synonymous SNPs identified in the mutant *hit1*, plus the fact that two analysed mutants with the same phenotype have lesions in the same gene, we obtained sufficient evidence that the nucleotide changes in *LRS1* are responsible for the observed HL tolerant phenotype in both mutants. The observed single mutations in *hit1* and *hit2* within LRS1 could have caused both, gain or loss of function. Complementation experiments and the generation of vegetative diploids can therefore be considered as being part of future functional analyses regarding the regulatory role of LRS1 in high light adaptation.Figure 6**Segregation of the mutant phenotype and the corresponding SNP in backcrossed mutants. (A)** Phenotype after 24 h in HL of WT, *hit1* and 4 representative progeny of the third round of backcrossing (19a-d, obtained from an incomplete octad) and an alignment of the corresponding DNA sequences obtained by Sanger-sequencing with the SNP highlighted in grey. **(B)** Sanger sequencing results for all tested progeny showing the respective nucleotide at position 1596839 (G in WT, C in *hit1*) and 1597931 (T in WT, C in *hit2*) on chromosome 2 and HL-tolerant phenotype highlighted in green. BC~1--3~ refers to backcrosses 1 to 3, small boxes in (B) indicate progeny that were derived from one zygote, octads are marked with (^8^).

Localization of the mutations in a predicted WD40 ß-propeller motif of LRS1 {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

According to the *Phytozome* annotation the predicted *LRS1* protein consists of 1443 amino acids and contains two known domains: a C~3~HC~4~ type zinc finger (RING) domain (Pfam:00097) at the N-terminus and two repeats of a putative WD40 domain (Pfam:00400) at the C-terminal end (Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}A). WD40 domains form a ß-propeller that normally consist of seven to eight propeller folds (each a repeat of \~40 amino acids) \[[@CR43],[@CR44]\]. RT-PCR performed with primers deriving from this ß-propeller domain region confirmed transcription of *LRS1* in all strains (data not shown). In accordance to this data, recent RNA-seq data also showed the existence of *LRS1* mRNA in *C. reinhardtii* and revealed an upregulation of the transcript level after a shift from dark to light \[[@CR45]\].Figure 7***In silico*** **analysis of the protein structure of LRS1. (A)** Position of the annotated *Pfam* domains with the C~3~HC~4~ type zinc finger (RING) domain (Pfam:00097) at the N-terminus (blue), two repeats of a WD40 domain (Pfam:00400) at the C-terminal end (orange), the position of the two ß-propeller domains predicted by the model as shown in B (purple and green) and the position of the mutation in *hit1* (red) and *hit2* (blue). **(B)** *Ab initio* model based on the amino acid sequence of the protein generated with I-TASSER. The RING domain is colored in blue, the seven-fold propeller in purple and the eight-fold propeller harboring the mutations in green, using the DeepView-Swiss-PdbViewer. **(C)** Top view of the eight-fold propeller structure with the localization of the annotated WD40 repeats (orange) and the two mutations identified in *hit1* (red arrow) and *hit2* (blue arrow).

To gain more insights into the mutation sites of LRS1 causing the HL tolerant phenotype, a three dimensional *ab initio* model based on the amino acid sequence of the protein was generated with I-TASSER (Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}B and C). The predicted accuracy of the model is in a good range with a confidence score of −0.83 and a TM-Score of 0.61. The two WD40 repeat motifs that were already predicted through similarities of the amino acid sequence itself are represented in the model as two folds of an overall eight-fold ß-propeller at the C-terminus of the protein. In addition to this eight-fold propeller, a second putative seven-fold ß-propeller, not predicted before by the amino acid sequence, was predicted by the model. Of particular interest for this work was, however, that the identified point mutations in the mutants *hit1* and *hit2* are located within the same motif, both causing amino acid substitutions in the putative WD40 domain (Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}C).

It should be noted that a similar arrangement of the RING domain at the N-terminus and a WD40 propeller at the C-terminus can be found in the photoregulatory protein COP1 in other organisms \[[@CR46]\]. A sequence alignment of proteins similar to COP1 of different phototrophic organisms and LRS1 reveals high sequence similarity in conserved regions of the functional domains, intermitted by additional regions in LRS1 with no sequence similarity. In higher plants, the COP1 protein is known to be a key regulator of the light signaling pathway \[[@CR47]\] thus providing first hints towards a potential involvement of LRS1 in cellular light adaptation processes, which is fitting with the observed phenotype.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

Whole genome sequencing to identify a gene involved in high light adaptation in *C. reinhardtii* {#Sec8}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Forward genetic approaches depend on the rapid detection of the underlying genotype. Techniques to identify mutations induced by insertional mutagenesis are very sophisticated \[[@CR48],[@CR49]\]. On the contrary, strategies that intend to avoid foreign DNA as mutagen by randomly creating new phenotypes (and also allelic series with the option to mutagenize essential genes of interest) are hindered by the laborious and time consuming methods of meiotic mapping in order to identify the disrupted gene in a selected strain. Next generation sequencing provides a powerful technology to identify mutations such as SNPs and small indels as already demonstrated in various model organisms over the past few years \[[@CR28]-[@CR31],[@CR33]-[@CR40],[@CR50]\]. The strategy of combined meiotic mapping and whole genome sequencing exceedingly reduced the effort to identify causative mutations \[[@CR30]\]. Nevertheless, strains must be amenable to crossing and a polymorphic strain is also required. Moreover, some phenotypes are sensitive to the genetic background \[[@CR26],[@CR38],[@CR51]\] and pooling of several mutants may not always be feasible \[[@CR35]\]. To circumvent the need of a characterized polymorphic strain, Zuryn *et al*. \[[@CR35]\] presented another strategy for *C. elegans*. They backcrossed their mutant strains to the original non-mutagenized strain 4 to 6 times, and directly sequenced three mutants side-by-side. Common nucleotide variants that were shared between at least two of the three mutants were subsequently subtracted. They concluded from their results that less sequencing coverage and fewer backcrosses may suffice, but this was not further tested in this study. Nordström *et al*. \[[@CR39]\] furthermore demonstrated that mutation identification is feasible even without relying on any kind of recombination by searching for common genes that are disrupted in two different mutants with the same phenotype derived from the same mutagenesis screen.

As a further step towards a fast and straightforward identification of causative mutations, we now show that, in the microalgal model system *C. reinhardtii*, direct sequencing of only two mutants and the closely related WT side-by-side allows the identification of a causative mutation. In our approach, the number of the identified SNPs was successfully reduced by subtraction of background nucleotide variants that are shared between the WT and a mutant strain. This was possible due to a considerably low mutational load resulting from spontaneous mutation or low intensity UV mutagenesis followed by a very restrictive selection. By omitting the preceding crossing step and sequencing single mutants, the overall time needed for the identification of the mutation could be greatly reduced. We furthermore demonstrated that sequencing of the parental WT is not even required to identify the mutations if two closely related mutant strains with the same background are sequenced in parallel.

To achieve such a low amount of variants that differ between the strains as observed in our study, the strains need to be closely related, for example two different mutants that are derived from the same starting strain and mutagenesis screen \[[@CR35],[@CR38],[@CR39]\]. If no closely related strain is available and the mutant strains are compared only to the reference sequence, the number of SNPs will remain very high. Even in the comparably small and haploid *Chlamydomonas* genome, simple comparison of the mutants with only the reference genome is not sufficient to identify the causative mutations \[[@CR52],[@CR53]\] due to the genetic variation between different *Chlamydomonas* WT strains \[[@CR54]\]. In this case the identification of causative mutations is still feasible, however with the disadvantage that several strains need to be sequenced to remove a sufficient number of common SNPs. With more sequencing data available for an ever increasing number of strains, large SNP libraries will likely obviate the need of closely related strains in future approaches \[[@CR36],[@CR53]\].

From our data, comparison of the sequences of the two mutants and the WT to the reference genome results in the identification of a total number of 93,585 SNPs with appropriate quality. This is of the same order of magnitude as the results obtained by Lin *et al*. \[[@CR53]\] (100,737 SNPs when comparing WT CC124 to the reference). We compared our data using the provided SNP library (<http://stormo.wustl.edu/SNPlibrary/>) and detected 18,123 unique SNPs out of 93,585 total SNPs (19%). Lin *et al*. furthermore noticed that the distribution of SNPs is not uniform across the genome, but concentrated on five chromosomes (3, 6, 12, 16 and 17), which is also in accordance to our data. These regions with high diversity seem to be a strain specific characteristic of CC124, as for example Jang and Ehrenreich \[[@CR54]\] observed average levels of nucleotide diversity among the chromosomes in 12 natural isolates of *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* and the two laboratory strains CC125 and CC503 (with chromosome 15 being the only exception by showing a reduction in sequence variation, probably due to large amounts of intergenic regions). However, the reason for the high accumulation of changes in CC124 on the five chromosomes remains unclear. Interestingly, most of the identified unique SNPs were located in these regions with high diversity (data not shown).

When comparing our mutants to the parental WT strain, we identified only four variants that unambiguously differed between the strains, even without preceding backcrossing to obtain isogenic strains prior to sequencing. This might be due to the extremely low rate of natural spontaneous mutations in *C. reinhardtii*, which is among the lowest rates recorded for all eukaryotes \[[@CR42],[@CR55]\]. Furthermore the UV-mutagenesis had no observable effect on the survival of the cells. On control plates without any selection step after the UV-mutagenesis, we observed normal cell growth on agar plates and we could not detect an increase in nucleotide variations in the sequenced mutagenized strain. Indeed, high light selection was carried out directly after the UV-light treatment without any dark incubation and therefore, we did not prevent the light-driven DNA repair mechanism (reviewed by \[[@CR56],[@CR57]\]).

Taken together our data show that the successful identification of the causative mutation by direct comparison of two mutants and the parental WT strain was possible due to different factors. To generate the high light tolerant mutants, no strong mutagen (or no mutagen at all) was used because in this case the phenotype could be selected for. The amount of induced mutations was therefore very low, and this effect was further enhanced by the very low natural rate of spontaneous mutations in *C. reinhardtii*. Even though we detected many different variants between our strains and the reference sequence, subtraction of strain specific background variants was sufficient to remove almost all non causative variants. The fact that two independently isolated high light tolerant mutants with the same phenotype show lesions in the same gene enabled us to identify the causative mutation. This finding was further confirmed by the analysis of backcrossed progeny, showing that the identified SNP co-segregates with the high light tolerant phenotype.

Identification of *LRS1* reveals new perspectives for the characterization of regulatory mechanisms for high light adaptation in microalgae {#Sec9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Our mutants *hit1* and *hit2* both show a very interesting high light resistant phenotype. Light intensities of 2500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ as used in this approach, normally cause a very much retarded phototrophic growth in WT *C. reinhardtii*. Both mutants, however, did not only survive these severe conditions, but also retained most of their photosynthetic activity. From the physiological data it could be concluded that this robust phenotype seems to be connected to an improved ability for efficient non-photochemical quenching and a lower sensitivity towards certain ROS, especially singlet oxygen. It should be noted here that preliminary experiments indicated that the expression of the LHCSR3 gene, known to be playing a crucial role in NPQ in *C. reinhardtii* \[[@CR58]-[@CR61]\], is increased in the mutants in control light when compared to the wild type. In order to identify the internal factors responsible for increased NPQ activity and ROS tolerance in the *hit* mutants, further experiments are required in the future including qualitative and quantitative carotenoid analysis, estimation of intracellular ROS concentration, and different non-photochemical quenching parameters.

The identification of the gene *LRS1* as a putative factor involved in HL tolerance of *C. reinhardtii* demonstrates that the applied and described method is feasible to provide insights into genetic elements involved in certain phenotypes of interest. In accordance to our finding that *LRS1* is involved in the response to light, the expression of this gene (Cre02.g085050) was also found to be upregulated in *C. reinhardtii* after a shift from dark to light \[[@CR45]\]. From preliminary alignments and comparisons, the LRS1 protein shows similarities to COP1, a key regulatory element in light response and signaling in plants with a comparable arrangement of a N-terminal RING domain an a C-terminal WD40 domain \[[@CR46],[@CR47],[@CR62]\]. WD40 domains are reported to have different functions in various cellular processes such as signal transduction, RNA processing, vesicle transport, the assembly of the cytoskeleton, cell cycle mechanisms and apoptosis \[[@CR43],[@CR63],[@CR64]\]. The second annotated functional domain is a RING domain that has been described as participating on different regulatory processes such as ubiquitination of proteins \[[@CR65]-[@CR68]\]. COP1 is a negative regulator controlling the degradation of transcription factors activated through direct interaction with photoreceptors \[[@CR47],[@CR69],[@CR70]\]. It has been demonstrated that mutations in the WD40 domain of COP1 change the functional interaction with specific substrates leading to an enhanced or reduced activity \[[@CR71],[@CR72]\]. Consequently it can be postulated that LRS1 could function as a regulatory light response signaling protein in *C. reinhardtii* and that the observed mutations in the WD40 domain of LRS1 influence the activity of the protein.

For the first time, a key genetic factor for HL tolerance, a parameter very important for outdoor cultivation of microalgae \[[@CR73],[@CR74]\], has been identified in a non-GMO *C. reinhardtii* mutant strain by whole genome sequencing. These results highlight the power of the rapid, next-generation sequencing based identification method presented here. From our results no conclusion can be drawn if the single mutations in both mutants cause gain or loss of function of LRS1 as a regulatory element in high light adaptation. Future detailed biochemical and physiological analyses will be needed to deeply characterize the function of LRS1 in *C. reinhardtii*.

Conclusion {#Sec10}
==========

The identification of novel mutations in untagged mutants deriving from forward genetic approaches has been greatly facilitated with the advent of next generation sequencing technologies. Nevertheless, for most recent advanced approaches, strains must be amenable to crossing and a polymorphic strain or closely related wild type is required. In addition, some phenotypes are sensitive to the genetic background and pooling of several mutants may not always be feasible.

In this work we present the identification of mutations causing a high light tolerant phenotype for the model microalga *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii*, avoiding any preceding crossing step, meiotic mapping or pooled progeny. We mutagenized the cells only to a low extent, followed by a strong selection. Due to the resulting low mutational load, we were able to identify the single causative mutation by whole genome sequencing of the closely related WT and mutant strains and subsequent removal of common variants. In this case whole genome sequencing of two independently isolated high light tolerant mutants resulted in the identification of point mutations within the same potentially functional motif of the same gene (see also: \[[@CR26],[@CR39],[@CR75]\]).

The identification of LRS1 as a novel potential protein participating in adaptation reactions to high light tolerance offers new opportunities for future investigations by targeted reverse analysis to elucidate the regulatory mechanisms of microalgae under fluctuating light conditions. In addition to this important finding, our results provide a new strategy for forward genetic approaches in microalgae that avoids development of mutants by heterologous DNA insertion. This non-GMO strategy is of particular relevance for biotechnological approaches, including sustainable outdoor cultivation concepts.

Methods {#Sec11}
=======

*Chlamydomonas* strains and mutant generation {#Sec12}
---------------------------------------------

UV mutagenesis of *Chlamydomonas reinhardtii* WT strain (laboratory strain of CC124) was performed on a Biometra Transilluminator (312 nm, ultraviolet (UV) light). Cells were treated with UV light for 0, 3, 5, 10 or 15 minutes. From each condition, 4\*10^6^ cells per dish were directly plated on HSM (High Salt Medium with 1.5% agar), provided with 2% CO~2~ in a home-built Plexiglas chamber and illuminated with 1500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^. Single green colonies were isolated after 14 days. All strains were maintained on TAP plates (TRIS-Acetate-Phosphate medium with 1.5% agar) in a climate chamber at 40 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ at 19°C and transferred onto fresh medium every 6 to 8 weeks. For the high light screening, cells were pre-cultured to mid-logarithmic growth in TAP medium at 80 to 100 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ at 27--29°C, transferred to HSM and cultivated photoautotrophically under HL conditions (2500 to 3000 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ bubbled with air and 3% CO~2~ at 27--29°C). Culture growth was determined by the optical density at 750 nm and by cell counting.

Mutant phenotype characterization {#Sec13}
---------------------------------

For high light experiments, pre-cultured cells were transferred to HSM and cultivated photoautotrophically for 48 h under control light (600 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^) and diluted cultures were then cultivated under HL conditions (2500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^). Culture growth was determined by the optical density at 750 nm and by cell counting. Chlorophyll contents were determined spectroscopically after extraction with 80% acetone according to \[[@CR76]\].

*In vivo* oxygen evolution activity measurements were performed according to \[[@CR77]\] at control light of 400 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^. To determine the oxygen evolution rate in high light, cells were illuminated with 2500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ during the measurement and the photosynthetic oxygen evolution was measured in 1 minute intervals over a period of 8 minutes. The respiration rate in the dark was measured directly before and after the high light treatment. To determine the photosynthetic yield and NPQ, cells were cultivated photoautotrophically at 400 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ for 24 h and the chlorophyll fluorescence was recorded during a 10 minutes induction curve with actinic light of 800 to 1000 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ with a Mini PAM (Waltz) and the fluorescence parameters were calculated according to \[[@CR78]\] as ɸ PSII = (F~m~ˈ- F~t~)/ F~m~ˈ and NPQ = (F~m~ - F~m~ˈ)/ F~m~ˈ. The PAM measurements were repeated after 1 h HL (2500 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^) treatment. Prior to the NPQ measurements, 2 ml of the culture were incubated in the dark for 20 minutes.

The sensitivity against reactive oxygen species was tested on TAP agar plates supplemented with 2 μM rose bengal (RB) to induce singlet oxygen or 0.25 μM methyl viologen (MV) to induce superoxide anion radicals. Each strain was spotted on the plates in different concentrations (10^5^ and 10^4^ cells/spot shown in Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and growth at 100 μmol m^-2^ s^-1^ was observed daily for one week.

Whole genome sequencing and identification of unique mutations {#Sec14}
--------------------------------------------------------------

For DNA preparation from enriched nuclei, cell pellets of 400 ml culture were resuspended in 50 ml nebulizing buffer \[[@CR79]\] and lysed twice in a nebulizer at 80 psi and 4°C. Nuclei were isolated according to \[[@CR80]\], followed by DNA extraction with the DNeasy plant Mini Kit (Qiagen). Libraries and cluster generation were performed using the standard Illumina protocols (TruSeq DNA Sample Prep Kit v2 and TruSeq SR Cluster Kit v5-CS-GA). Sequencing was carried out on an Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx using three lanes of the flow-cell for the WT, two lanes for each of the mutants and one lane for the PHiX control (100-bp single-end reads). The sequencing data were submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) \[[@CR81]\] under the BioProject accession number SRP037721 (PRJNA238037) with each sequencing file under the accession numbers SRS557198 (WT), SRS558641 (*hit1*) and SRS558642 (*hit2*).

All sequences were trimmed with Trimmomatic \[[@CR82]\] and mapped to the JGI v5 C*hlamydomonas* assembly of the reference strain CC503 (mt+) \[[@CR5]\] using the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (BWA) \[[@CR83]\]. Format conversion was done with SAMtools \[[@CR84]\], deduplication and adding of read groups was performed with PicardTools (<http://picard.sourceforge.net/>). Variants were identified and filtered with GATK \[[@CR85]\] and SAMtools mpileup \[[@CR84]\], using the Genome Quality filter with a cutoff of GQ ≥ 20. Heterozygous variants with an allele frequency below 0.9 were removed using the command line tool awk \[[@CR86]\]. Visualization of the data was accomplished using the ReadXplorer double track viewer \[[@CR87]\] and the Integrated Genomics Viewer (IGV) \[[@CR88]\], enabling direct comparison of the different alignments of each strain (including SNPs) to the JGI reference. Repeats were detected with RepeatMasker \[[@CR89]\] and common SNPs between each mutant and the parental (WT) were deleted from the dataset using awk.

Backcrossing and segregation analysis {#Sec15}
-------------------------------------

Mutants *hit1* and *hit2* were backcrossed at least twice with either CC125 (mt^+^) or CC124 (mt^−^) and 59 of the resulting progeny were tested for growth under HL conditions in 20 ml HSM.

The mutation was examined in all progeny as well as in *hit1*, *hit2*, CC124, and CC125 by Sanger sequencing of a genomic DNA fragment amplified using BIO-X-ACT™ Short DNA Polymerase (BIOLINE) with primers flanking the mutation in *hit1* (Fwd: CACCGACCCGCACCTACT and Rev: AGGGACCAGAGCTTGAGG) or (Fwd: CCCTAACACACACCCTATGC and Rev: CCTAATGCACCTGACTCACC) and *hit2* (Fwd: CCTTTCTCCAACACCATGTC and Rev: AGGGACCAGAGCTTGAGG).

*In silico* analysis of LRS1 {#Sec16}
----------------------------

Protein alignments were performed using the SDSC biology workbench (<http://workbench.sdsc.edu/>). *Ab initio* modeling of the three-dimensional structure of LRS1 was performed by applying I-TASSER \[[@CR90]-[@CR92]\] to the amino acid sequence of LRS1 (Cre02.g085050) and further processed with the software DeepView-Swiss-PdbViewer \[[@CR93]\]. Protein alignments were performed using the CLC sequence viewer (CLC bio, a QIAGEN Company).

Availability of supporting data {#Sec17}
-------------------------------

Next generation sequencing data supporting the results of this article is available in the the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA) (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra>) under the BioProject accession number SRP037721 (PRJNA238037) with each sequencing file under the accession numbers SRS557198 (WT), SRS558641 (*hit1*) and SRS558642 (*hit2*).
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